
NFC Cholet 2014 

 

Race advisors report for Cholet. 
  
I rang Terry Scholey on Friday afternoon and was informed that due to persistent rain 
and low cloud it would be difficult to execute a liberation on Saturday. It was arranged to 
speak again at 06.10am for a further update. 
This information was relayed to Trevor Cracknell at Cholet where the weather was good at 
that time. 
I rang Terry at 06.10am as agreed and was informed that the existing weather conditions 
were precisely as forecast the previous day and it was suggested by Terry that the only 
solution was a hold over. I rang Trevor and following a brief discussion it was decided to 
hold over. The weather at the time at Cholet was raining. 
Terry rang at approximately 18.00pm Saturday and informed me that it is a far better 
prospect of a race on Sunday with light Southerly winds, a chance of a shower anywhere but 
generally good visibility we agreed to speak again at 06.10am Sunday. This information was 
relayed to Trevor who informed me that generally the weather had been good following 
early morning rain. 
I rang Terry at 06.10am on Sunday as agreed and was informed that the weather conditions 
were perfect provided that there is no rain at the race point as there is a large amount of 
rain at the present time to the East. The current weather conditions were good visibility 
throughout with light variable winds over France turning to south to South East over 
England.  
I spoke to Trevor who informed me that the conditions were perfect and following a brief 
discussion it was decided to liberate. The birds were liberated at 06.45am in a very light 
westerly wind in sunshine. 
The birds headed North immediately. 
Many thanks to all concerned.  
Paul Clements 
Race Advisor.   
 

For the second race in the 2014 National Flying Club programme 900 members sent just shy 
of 7,000 birds to Cholet, which is around the 380 miles mark to the middle of the clubs 
radius. These 900 members were all competing for the second of the Hartwell sponsored 
cars and will have chosen the single bird to carry the nomination with care. Our top notch 
race controller Paul Clements had done his homework as usual and having looked at the 
weather situation he called a hold over early on Saturday morning as there was no chance 
of a liberation due to the poor weather along the line of flight which had settled in and in 
places was due to deteriorate further as the day progressed. This proved to be a good call 
and it allowed the convoyer and his team to feed and water the birds on site and give them 
the opportunity to rest up contented in the panniers for the day. Sunday saw a much better 
day with light variable winds forecast to accompany the birds up through France and across 
the channel where the wind would swing round to a more helpful south/south easterly 
direction as the convoy moved up through England. There was to be plenty of sunshine 
around and excellent visibility and so with this in mind Trevor was instructed to cut the 



strings at 6.46am and the convoy were up and away immediately in a northerly direction. 
With the lead pigeons making landfall around the beautiful Jurassic coastline of South 
Dorset it was clear that there was a fair touch of East in the wind up the Cherbourg 
peninsula and across the channel to nudge the birds on to the westerly line that they took. 
When this became apparent on the early results which were online the lads in Sections J and 
L began to sit up and take notice as the race was well and truly on and the cavalry charge 
was coming their way. 

As is the case in national races the lead birds are were you would expect them to be and as 
the race rolls out and the convoy disperses a fancier will take the lead for a while only to 
lose it to a bird further up who is riding the wind and the pull. With Cholet this was no 
different and any fancier who was following the result would have noticed a very good bird 
in to Portishead but to be fair I think everyone expected it to be a matter of time before it 
was pushed down the result. However no one told the bird that and he hung on to the top 
spot as the results up country came in and as the dust settled it was clear he had done 
enough on the day to stay top of the heap. So history will now show that this game 
widowhood cock, now called Benny, has shone the spotlight on the partnership of Mr and 
Mrs Titcomb who have the pleasure of having won 1st Section and 1st Open NFC Cholet 
against almost 7,000 birds. The national winning bird is a 2 year old medium sized blue that 
contains the Hereman-Ceusters bloodlines and was bred by Louis Thijs of Hulshout. The 
partnership purchased him as part of a kit of 20 to race as young birds. He was raced as a 
hen as a young bird and then given to a friend to use as a stock hen. It however decided 
over the winter that it wanted to be a cock but it was decided to leave it where it was until 
the end of last season. Then over last winter he was placed in the widowhood section of the 
loft and raced again as a 2 year old. He is a really consistent pigeon and has other cards to 
his name. He was entered in the Carentan National where he is provisionally 6th sec G 124th 
Open. The partnership had a second bird up close behind to claim runner up spot in Section 
G and 5th open , so definitely a loft in form with a well prepared team entered in to a race 
that clearly suited them. The cock taking second spot is the nest mate to the winner and he 
now goes by the name of Louis and, like his nest brother, he is a medium sized blue cock. He 
has always been thought to be the best of the 20 originally purchased and has won other 
cards. They are great grandchildren of some of the top Hereman-Ceusters i.e. Rossi, 
Spinneke, Olympiade, Natascha so were definitely well bred and up to the task asked of 
them. The partnership are very much a back yard affair who race for pleasure, and as Paul’s 
job involves quite a bit of travel he says that much of the praise must go to his beautiful, 
patient and hard working better half who sees to the day to day jobs. Surprisingly, the 
partners don’t regularly send across the channel due to time restraints, but they do support 
domestic racing with their club. This is restricted to races of under 70 miles from the south 
coast but this clearly doesn’t deter them from competing in the middle distance national 
races with success. They would like to thank everyone who has congratulated them, 
everyone who works so hard at the marking station in Frome and of course Louis for 
breeding them the pigeons. 

 



 

The legendary Eddie Froggatt with his Section I winner 

Following on close behind and claiming 2nd Open and 1st Section J we have a giant of a man 
when it comes to national racing, Mr Eddie Froggatt. This loft has been at the very top of 
classic channel racing for many years and Eddie- assisted by his charming wife Julie- has 
been a competing member of the NFC for over 60 years. The little lady who came so close to 
winning the national is a 2 year old blue hen, now known as Fantastic, with a nod to the role 
played by Frank Tasker in her breeding. She was bred from a top performing ex racing cock 
who excelled inland up to the 150 mile stage and so saw very little channel racing and he 
has the best of Frank Tasker’s bloodlines coursing through his veins. The mother is also 
impeccably bred, being a granddaughter of the legendary Young Couple of Syndicate Lofts 
who have helped a lot of lofts reach the top. The blue hen has been trained in their local 
club, Hill Ridware DHS and was having her second national race this year. All birds at the 
Froggatt lofts are raced natural and on an open hole all day long, a system used out of 
necessity due to Eddie running a large and successful farm. Under this method the birds 
always keep themselves fit and require very few training tosses. 

Eddie relies on natural health and vitality and apart from the compulsory paramyxovirus jab 
the birds get no treatment of any kind and clearly thrive on this. Eddie uses a bird sanitiser 
on the loft floors which will help keep the birds healthy and break any cycles of disease or 
infections that might try and take hold. All the birds are fed with a general mixture with 50% 
beans added, an approach that is out of keeping with modern feed methods but it suits the 
family of birds housed in the Froggatt lofts and certainly fuels them for the job. When going 
over the channel a little conditioning seed is added to the mix as the chosen races approach. 
Eddie would like to thank Micky who is an asset in and around the lofts and his continuing 
help is very much appreciated, and he would also like to thank all those who have been in 
contact to offer their congratulations.  

 



 
Brian and Sandra Fisher – 1st Section L 

Claiming top spot in the strong Section L and a magnificent 3rd Open we have another top 
channel loft, Brian and Sandra Fisher who fly in to Todmorden in Lancashire. This duo 
clocked a blue hen who has always been consistent for the loft and amongst her results we 
have 3rd club Yeovil 189 birds, 7th Cheltenham 319 birds, 6th Mangotsfield 290 birds 7th 
Portland 47 birds, 11th section 59th open Bamfords gold ring race 781 birds. She also 
notched up 3rd North East Lancs 2 bird club from Carentan, a very hard race with only 7 
birds home on the day. On this occasion she showed her class and ability and marked 
herself out as one for the partnership. She is bred from stock from one of their best 
breeding cocks who has punched out a few top performers, unfortunately the dam of the 
section winner is no longer in the loft. A full sister to 69 was in 2013 1st section 7th open in 
the British Barcelona club Carentan. 
As with all their racing hens she is flown on the roundabout, and is extremely keen and 
Brian said it was a treat to see her finish from Cholet as they spotted her from some 
distance off with her wings pinned behind her ears and rocking hard as she dived for the 
loft, moments like that are why we keep pigeons. 

 

Emma Hamplett holding the Section J winner 

Following up the Fisher bird we have the winner of Section J, Mr J A Hamplett, who also 
claims a top 10 finish in 4th open. Last season I failed to make contact with Jonathan after 
some cracking national performances so it is a pleasure to be able to write about his section 
winner from Cholet. This is a loft that has a fine lineage of top performing pigeon men and 
Jonathan continues to walk in the footsteps of his father Harold, but not in his shadow as his 
results at national and classic level show. The hen that is provisionally 1st sect J is a 2 year 
old on her 2nd channel race of the season. Her breeding is a mixture of Verboven, Kellens 
and Robert Venus lines. Her dam was an excellent racer in the Nationals and won approx. 



£5000 for the Hamplett loft during her racing career. In preparation for the channel races 
the loft send their team in Stafford DHS or Penkridge RPC to help them get a few miles 
under their belts to get them the levels of fitness necessary .Jonathan would like to thank 
his daughter Emma whom he has appointed loft manager as well and probably with a salary 
to match. He would also like to thank Stan Stopka and Dave Cooper for all the work and 
effort they put in. 

 

 

Geoff having the probable Hartwell car winner verified. 

In 6th Open we have Mr and Mrs Geoff and Barbara Kirkland. This is another loft that has 
been top of their game for a lifetime; in fact Geoff was in a video 20+ years ago showing us 
all how it was done then. The partnership sent a very small entry but the quality was 
obviously there as the bird in question was also carrying the car nom for the loft but the 
weight of expectation didn’t slow him down. The star performer is a 2 year old; chequer 
cock called "THE SUPER 14" and is one of Geoff’s favourites and a real trier. He seldom flies 
a bad race and is always thereabouts, hence having the car nomination x against his ring 
number on the race sheet. He raced very well as a yearling when he won 3 weeks on the run 
and placed in several National races. One of those cocks you wished you had a loft full of as 
it would make your job easier on a Saturday. He is the Grandson of one of their best ever 
breeders and racers "THE SNAKE" who was a tremendous racer and an even better breeder. 
His line is winning all over for different fanciers at all levels and is serving the Kirkland loft 
very well. 

The uncle of "SUPER 14" who is a direct son of "SNAKE" dropped a few minutes later and 
will also figure well in the results for the partnership, not bad going for an entry of 5, that’s 
picking your pigeons. Geoff and Barbara would like to pass on their Congratulations to 
Jonathon Hamplett on winning the section and their old friend Eddie Froggatt on winning 
Section I. 
 



 
Graham Mackay outside his racing loft 

 
In 7th and 8th open and also claiming 2nd and 3rd Section L we have 2 lofts who have pooled 
their resources and share a stock loft – Mr and Mrs E G Mackay and good friend Tom Duffy. 
The bird to score 2nd Section for Graham and family is a 2 year old hen and she was bred for 
them by their good friend Harry Aspin and is bred from Eijerkamp Ponderosa Van Loons and 
is a double grand-daughter of Che – a top stock cock within the family. The Mackay loft 
races on roundabout and to prepare the team for this race they were extensively trained 30 
miles south in the morning and 40 miles north in the evening and it seems to have done the 
trick and all the additional effort put in by Graham was well worth it. 
The pigeon that claimed 8th open and 3rd Section for Tom Duffy is a blue yearling cock that 
carries the bloodlines of Hermans Ceuster. He was bred in the stock loft that they share and 
was from a pair of birds that they sourced from John Wheatcroft. If this is the quality of 
birds that the lads are breeding they will be a force to reckon with over the next few years. 
 

 
 

8th Open Cholet for Tom Duffy. 
 
In 9th Open and continuing the onslaught of Section L birds with 4th Section we have the 
team of Mr and Mrs Jennings. The pigeon that did the damage for them is a two year old 
hen flown on a roundabout system. Her parents were bought from Dean Pallett and are the 
Michael Van Lints. The sire is a son of Amos and the Dam is a daughter of Christine, so this 
little lady is bred right and is close up to the main performance birds in the family. This pair 



has already bred countless of Fed winners. The hen has previously won three lots of 1st at 
club level, 1st in fed and the week previous to Cholet she showed her form and potential by 
winning 2nd Open Portland in the Old Lodge Open Race. 

 
Dave Jennings with the winner of 9th Open Cholet 

 
Rounding off the top 10 and claiming 5th Section L we have the top racing loft of brothers G 
and G Buckley who race in to Rochdale. Their 5th section L 10th open is a 2 year old cock 
and was bought at Rochdale breeder buyer and was bred by Bobby Brandon who has raced 
a decent pigeon or 2 in his time. It has proven to be a wise buy for the partnership and it has 
been a very consistent pigeon especially over the water were he had 5 channel races as a 
yearling and this year had the 1st NFC race where he was the brothers 6th bird being 48th 
Section L and 170th Open. Since then he has been flying really well so had a little pool money 
on him. He will be going to NFC Messac, then, fingers crossed on to Saintes all being well. 
The loft had an excellent race with 3 birds in 4minutes and 5 in 24 minutes at a distance just 
shy of 500 miles…that is some going by any standards and reflects the ability of the brothers 
and the quality of the tools they have to hand. They would like to say well done to Brian, 
Sandra and Ste on a well-deserved section win. 
 
Around the Sections 
 
Section A 
 Winning 1st Section on a less than ideal day for them is Alan Blake of Havant. He timed a 
yearling hen having her fourth race, This hen was 1st club Yelverton the week prior to the 
Cholet National so was clearly gathering a bit of form and her knowledge of the quickest 
route home from the West Country obviously helped her on Sunday. The birds are flown on 
roundabout and fed on a widowhood mixture all week. Alan is past President of the Central 
Southern Classic flying Club and is good worker within our sport so it’s always good to see 
one of the workers rewarded. 

Second Section is the top loft of D and D McFadden. I have been unable to contact Darren 
successfully for any information. 

 

Section B 



Claiming 1st Section we have the loft of Mr Stephens. 

In 2nd Section we have Mr and Mrs Gower. The pigeon bringing home the bacon from 
Cholet is a 3 year hen bred down from stock obtained from Brian Sheppard, the sire being a 
grandson of “Leon” & the dam a granddaughter of “Griff”. The team are flown on the basic 
roundabout system to help keep them fit and motivated. Her preparation for this race was 
Seaton and Carentan with the club, and then Carentan with the NFC. Last year she flew in 
the same race and was the 4th pigeon to the loft but with a broken leg so she was put to one 
side to recover did not race anymore that year, but she did show her courage in getting 
home in that condition. She is due to go to Messac with the NFC, then on to Bergerac CSCFC 
and Saintes with the NFC if all goes to plan, I wish her well. The Gower team came well in 
this race with 4 on the clock in 9 minutes, and they had 14 from 22 on the day and 4 the 
next morning.  

 

Mark holding 2nd Section B 

 

Section C 

Next we have Section C which is always a competitive section and the bragging rights for 
Cholet go to a loft that is no stranger to top national success. Topping the section from 
Cholet we have the loft of John Halstead of Kington Magna with a 2 yr old chequer cock 
now named Nyland Javelin, raced on the widowhood system. He is a son of the DVD star 
The Dorset Dart – a Busschaert cock which won 8 firsts including 2 x 1st Federation for John 
when he lived in the Midlands. More importantly ‘Dart’ has now sired pigeons to win 6 
times 1st Section in the NFC. Unfortunately ‘Dart’ has now reached the ripe old age of 15 
and has only filled one egg so far this season. The dam of Javelin is a Gaby Vandenabeele, a 
granddaughter of Shadow (M&D Evans) and was bred by Crammond and Langstaff.Nyland 
Javelin flew 4 young bird races winning 2nd, 3rd and 5th prizes; showed no form as a yearling, 
but in his last 3 races he has been 2nd Club Carentan, 12th Section NFC Carentan and now 1st 
Section NFC Cholet. He will now be prepared for NFC Messac, with help from Golden Boost, 
Hormoform and Versele Laga food purchased from AE James of Bristol. John had 5 out of 6 
birds home on the day. 



 

John holding Nyland Javelin. 

2nd Section C is another top loft- Mel and Sue King with their good widowhood cock named 
“Stourcrest Gwain” who is home bred from a pair of direct M & G Casaert’s on loan for 2011 
from our good friend Brian Goodwin. The sire of “Gwain” being a son of “Nasdaq” 1st 
National Souillac and Dam of “Gwain” is a G. daughter of “Dior” Dam of 1st National Brive. 
Stourcrest Gwain was 1st section C NFC Cholet 2013 and has also been 6th Section 23rd Open 
BBC Messac this year. The Casaert lines are also successful when blended with our 
multinational wining family of Gaby Vandenabelle originating from M & D Evans. The 
partnership would like to say well done to the conveyer team for looking after the pigeons 
so well, thanks also to the marking team at Frome for all their hard work and Wilsbridge 
corn whose mixtures they use to feed and condition their birds. 

 

Mel and Sue King 



 

Section D 

The inform of loft Richard Goodier and Sons take top honours again in Section D, and its fair 
ti say that you will always want to know their time in any race they compete in. Their 
section winner from Cholet is a 2 year old Jos Thone hen which contains the lines off "Sumo, 
Arnoldus & Yutta" she was racing back to 14 day eggs. She has been raced on the 
roundabout system for the first 6 races then paired up for the national races. She was bred 
from their number one pair of Jos Thone stock birds , this pair of pigeons are responsible for 
countless fed toppers and also 3rd Section , 4th Open Cholet 2012 , 1st Section , 2nd Open 
Saintes 2013 , 3rd Open BBC . The roundabout team have been performing well this season 
with 4 x 1st clubs & 3 x 1st feds also 1st & 2nd Open BBC Carentan 2014, We decided to 
miss the first NFC race from Carentan due to a dip in form after Two early BBC & BICC 
races but after a couple of weeks rest are back to their best as this result clearly shows. The 
birds are fed on a blend of Versal laga corns to suit up and coming race conditions with a 
conditioning mix made up off G10 pellets , Hormoform & Sneaky mix fed early part of the 
week. All their birds are trained and raced with the Devon South road Fed and the 
partnership has had great racing this year. Richard would like to pass on his thanks all the 
hard workers at Kingsteignton marking station and also the convoyer on the condition of the 
birds on their return. 

 

Richard Goodier holding the Section D winner. 

 

Second Section D goes to the loft of Luscombe and Allen. 

 



 

Team Corkett – 1st and 2nd Section E Cholet 

Section E 

Another old hand and grand master of the game - Mr and Mrs Corkett - has taken the top 2 
spots in the big Section E against impressive birdage. This is truly a family affair with Gary 
and Glenn working alongside mum and dad to help the birds perform at the top of their 
game. The partnership pulled off a vintage performance and left a lot of established lofts in 
their wake. Their first bird is a 3 year old Blue Pied Hen ¾ Florizone X ¼ Jan Aarden. She has 
always raced well for the partnership and as a yearling she was their first pigeon from 
Saintes National 2012 winning 26th Section E 58th Open. As a two year old in 2013 from 
Tarbes Nation she was 87th Section E 269 Open. This year she has flown well, taking 
Federation positions in races before the Nationals. She is the Granddaughter of the 
Partnership’s top breeding hen ‘Lucy’ who is the Dam of their 1st Section E 2nd Open 
National Tarbes 2009 and 2nd Section E 5th Open Tarbes 2005.Their second pigeon winning 
2nd Section E is a 2 year old Wildemeersch X Cooremans Cock. A consistent racer this year 
taking Fed positions, his Sire is a Grizzle Cooremans Cock who has sired a 3rd Open Midlands 
National Flying Club and Fed Winners. Well done Team Corkett. 

 

Section F 

First section F goes to the loft of S Thorpe who flies in to Swindon, flying 314 miles against 
the pull of the main convoy on the day. The section winner was a special import from wales 
having been bred in the loft of Hayden Minett and given to Steve to see what he could do 
with it, and look at what he has done. Steve was first involved in pigeons a lifetime and for 
him that means over 51 years ago, having started racing with his dad back in 1963 flying as A 
Thorpe & Son. He restarted himself 3 years ago and after establishing a team he inly joined 
the National Flying Club this year and in his second race he comes up trumps and wins his 
section. I think we will hear from this loft again. 



 
Steve Thorpe holding the Section F winner 

 
Second Section goes to J and P Parker who fly in to Reading. When I originally rang for 
details on the bird the senior partner was in the bath and  had said I would ring back , but I 
hold my hands up and say that I never found the time until the Sunday morning . As a result  
I have no details of the second section bird at the time of going to print but I know the family have 
put together an established  team of Jos Thone birds who serve them well at national and classic 
level and have already clocked up a section winner from Cholet last season. In the last couple of  
years the partnership have upped the work load for the birds and the team have had plenty of tosses 
off the south coast. They feed the Matador corn range and the Backs supplements to support the 
birds. They get these from Sturmans Corn mill in the West Midlands and they are more than happy 
with what the corn is doing for the birds. James is clearly a thinker and has put a lot of thought in to 
the nutritional needs of the race team at various times and for various distances and this has seen 
them alter their established feeding regime. 
 
Section  H 
Top of the heap in the section is the loft of Garry Jones who saw his section winner drop on 
to the home loft in Wellingborough. This is only his 4th year in the sport, after a 20 year 
break and he is starting to gather a few decent performance birds around him to help him 
compete at National level which is where all his focus goes. Garry competes on the 
roundabout system with only a small number of birds and to the best of my knowledge isn’t 
a member of any local clubs so does not use domestic racing as a platform to get his birds fit 
for the channel programme. He privately trains and then lifts the birds in to their chosen 
races which are always at national level. This makes his achievements all the more 
impressive. The double section winning Grizzle Cock has been named Berty after his good 
friend and neighbour who died nearly two years ago - not a pigeon fancier himself, although 
he always took great interest in the birds especially this Grizzle cock who is full of character. 
Berty has only competed in the NFC twice, once last year from Messac taking 1st section 36th 
open and again this year again taking 1st section doing1344 ypm .Garry would like to 
congratulate the Winner and all the other section winners. 
 



 
Garry Jones 1st Section H 

 

Second section H is one of the most consistent fliers in the section, and a name who I 
personally look for in the top few of any national or classic race that he competes in – Mr 
Andy Smith.Andy clocked a 2 year old hen who was showing a bit of form for the first time, 
mind you she will have had stiff competition within her own loft to beat on each national 
race day. She is bred down from his old family of Steven Van Breeman birds which have 
served the loft very well and remain the backbone of the Smith team. Andy has found that 
this family suit his time commitments and as he is self employed the birds are never fed at 
the same time on any 2 consecutive days. This family has stood up to the challenge and 
seem to thrive on the lack of repetitive structure, and Andy described them as resolute and 
reliable. He had a second bird close up behind this one which he is hoping is good enough to 
beat the regal bird currently in 3rd section , although he wants it known that he is no 
republican. 

 

Section I  

Runner up in Section I we have the loft of Trevor Durrows who flies a very good bird from 
over the water and has an excellent track record at national level. Unfortunately Trevor was 
another fancier I could not get in contact with but I hope to rectify this in the future. 

 

 

 

Section K 

These birds had it all to do on the day with having to cope with the added distance and 
against the wind and main drag. But it has to be said they rose to the challenge and got 
involved with the race. Winning section K we have the loft of J R Woods. As he is the last 



fancier to appear in the race report it is fitting that he has the last word: “I first started flying 
pigeons 46years ago; aged 12. I won my first race a year later from 500miles and have over 
the years enjoyed quite a lot of success with the help of good friend Stan Radford who sadly 
died 10 years ago and my father who passed away last year, now I am helped by John 
Marshall. I fly in Royston H.S, Barnsley Federation, North Midlands Continental Club and 
now the National Flying Club. The pigeon that came for me is a 2 year old widowhood hen, 
she had flown the full inland program and this was her 3rd channel race in 4 weeks flying 
Carentan with the NMCC and the NFC previously. She was bred by pigeons supplied to me 
by John Gerrard from his Figo lines. John has sent me some very good pigeons over the last 
20 years. The sire is out of Flo and the dam is a granddaughter of Figo. My birds are fed on 
Naturals corn. 
I would like to thank Chris Gordon for talking my birds to the marking station and the lads at 
the Wakefield clock station.” 

 

J R Wood 1st Section K. 

 

Second Section K goes to Mr Brian Denney. His team were no doubt in the race to stretch 
their wings for the upcoming longer races. I was unable to contact Brian in time to get 
further information. 

Well, there you have it folks, race number 2 is over and put to bed and by the time this is in 
print you will have your entries for Messac already in the panniers and on the lorries. Then 
it’s only 2 weeks after that until the magical Tarbes race is upon us. I know quite a few of 
our members don’t compete at this distance but for me that is when my senses come alive 
and my focus and enjoyment steps up a gear. To all of you who are fine tuning your Tarbes 
entries in the final run up to it I wish you all the luck in the world and don’t forget that as it 
is a Tuesday basketing the closing day and date for entries is different. All entries for Tarbes 
must be with Sid by Saturday 28th June so get them in the post by Thursday 26th June, with 
online entries being accepted up until midnight on Saturday. 

 



So 2 races gone and 2 cars won…not bad going really but I suppose if anyone can do it would 
have to be the premier club in the country. I think it is right and fitting that the 2 cars have 
been won by 2 gentlemen of the sport who have won just about everything else, they are 
time served pigeon men who have used their skills and intuition to condition the birds and 
more importantly to identify and clock the right bird to carry the car nomination for the loft. 
The committee would like to offer their congratulations to the partnership of Pearson and 
Dransfield and to Mr and Mrs Geoff and Barbara Kirkland on being the provisional winners 
of the 2 Hartwell sponsored cars. We would also like to take this opportunity to thank 
Hartwell and in particular NFC member Kevin Godfrey for the fantastic opportunities that 
they have provided to the members. 

Earlier in the report I commented on how it is good to see the workers in the sport get their 
rewards through success in the races. At Cholet we had a cluster of committee members at 
or near the top of the open or sections, including Geoff Kirkland, Eddie Froggatt, Paul Naum 
and Mick Wiffen. It is refreshing to know that the care of the club is in the hands of people 
who compete regularly and who have birds in the baskets, so any decisions made at 
committee level will impact on them as well rather than having decisions made by armchair 
fanciers who no longer compete. 

Just a quick note on the annual presentation evening. This year it is being held in the 
beautiful town of Harrogate in Gods own County, in the handbook the date is given as 
Friday 29th November but this is a typing error and the date is Saturday 29th November. 

One final thought from me to chew on, in the future if the National had a fall back race from 
somewhere like Messac on the same weekend as Saintes in July would the members get 
behind it and send? 

As always I am at weebu@hotmail.com or 01926817796. 

Drew Callan 

NFC PO 

mailto:weebu@hotmail.com

